In this paper, a systematic method is described that constructs an efficient and robust coarse classifier from a large number of basic recognizers obtained by different parameters of feature extraction, different discriminant methods or functions, etc. The architecture of the coarse classification is a sequential cascade of basic recognizers that reduces the candidates after each basic recognizer. A genetic algorithm determines the best cascade with the best speed and highest performance. The method was applied for on-line handwritten Chinese and Japanese characters recognitions. We produced hundreds of basic recognizers with different classification costs and different classification accuracies by changing parameters of feature extraction and discriminant functions. From these basic recognizers, we obtained a rather simple two-stage cascade, resulting in the whole recognition time being reduced largely while maintaining classification and recognition rates.
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search space" (SSS) for an off-line recognizer of handwritten Japanese characters [13, 14] . In SSS, prototypes are organized by unsupervised clusters, and their centroids, for example, are used to represent the group. During recognition, an input pattern is first compared with all of the clusters' centroids, and second, only the clusters with centroids similar to the input are used as search space. This method was extended to a two-layered search space [15] and named the "layered search spaces (LSS) method," which will be detailed later. Being different from the approach by Tseng et al. [16] and that by Fujimoto et al. [17] , the LSS method works in the original feature space for fine classification and, therefore, only has to assume one distance space. Waizumi et al. also presented a multilayer search space construction method for character class prototypes that uses LVQ [18] .
In general, the previous methods for both the dynamic and static approaches have applied rather intuitive ideas for selecting simple recognition functions such as Euclidean distance or fewer features to speed up recognition. Therefore, they have to take a larger number of output candidates to maintain recognition rates, which causes recognition time to increase and limits the effects on speedup.
In this paper, we present a systematic method for constructing an efficient and robust coarse classifier that uses a genetic algorithm (GA) for the on-line recognition of handwritten Chinese and Japanese characters. By preparing a sufficient number of basic recognizers, placing them in cascade architecture and employing GA to find the best components and parameters, we can find a better coarse classifier than previously employed methods. We can create many basic recognizers with different classification costs and different classification accuracies by controlling the parameters of feature extraction and discriminant functions which have been used for fine classification such as the Modified quadratic discriminant function (MQDF). If we set the parameters different from their optimal values for fine classification, it may degrade the top recognition rate but speed up recognition with smaller memory cost, and retain the correct candidate within top-N by setting N large enough. We previously tried to find a combination of several base classifiers heuristically, but we were quite unsure on whether we had obtained the best combination. To solve the problem, we have moved to propose a method to construct a coarse classifier based on a cascade of many basic recognizers.
For on-line handwritten Chinese and Japanese characters, we prepare 243 basic recognizers with different classification costs and different classification accuracies by controlling the parameters of feature extraction and discriminant functions as well as the LSS method. Then, we construct a sequential cascade of basic recognizers and reduce the candidates after each basic recognizer. The parameters for the cascade of basic recognizers are estimated by using GA so as to optimize the holistic character recognition performance. The more the basic recognizers are, the better the accuracy of the cascade 4 of basic recognizers can be optimized by GA which minimizes runtime while maintaining the recognition accuracy. The resultant architecture may be made of a few components, but we are more confident that it is best among many choices.
The coarse classifier thus developed follows the dynamic approach although it integrates the statistically tuned LSS.
Experimental results for the CASIA-OLHWDB1.1 database (on-line Chinese handwriting database) [19] and those for of the TUAT Nakayosi/Kuchibue database (on-line Japanese handwriting database) [20] demonstrate the superiority of our method.
This paper is an extension to the conference paper [21] . We added more details of background and objective, extended technical description and also added extensive experimental results by applying our coarse classification method to three fine recognizers for the above Chinese and Japanese handwriting databases to demonstrate the applicability of our proposed method. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an overview of our on-line handwritten character recognition system is presented. In Section 3, a linear structure for constructing a coarse classifier is designed, and in Section 4, a parameter optimization method is described. In Section 5, experimental results are presented, and in Section 6, our conclusion is presented.
Recognition System Overview

Recognition System
We process each on-line character pattern as shown in Fig. 1 . There are thousands of categories in the Chinese and also in the Japanese language. First, to improve the recognition speed, we reduce recognition candidates by using a coarse classifier for each on-line character input pattern. Then, we select a smaller category set from the candidates' output by using a fine classifier. On-line handwritten character recognition. First, recognition candidates are reduced by using a coarse classifier. Then, a smaller category set is selected by using a fine classifier.
The fine classifier is in fact one of the modules used for handwritten text recognition [1] , and it is combined with a segmentation module, geometric context processor, and a linguistic postprocessor.
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Fine Classification
Fine classification after coarse classification can be a structural recognizer [4, 5] that uses structural features such as sampling points, line segments and/or strokes, or an un-structural recognizer [3] that uses un-structural features such as directional features and gradient histogram features. For on-line recognition, structural features are often employed with hidden Markov models (HMMs) or Markov random field (MRF) [4, 5] . Since un-structural features are easily extracted from an on-line handwritten pattern by discarding temporal and structural information, we can also apply an un-structural recognizer [3] . The modified quadratic discriminant function (MQDF) [22] is often employed for Japanese and Chinese character recognition. Structural recognizers and un-structural recognizers have their advantages and disadvantages. For justifying our proposed approach for coarse classification and demonstrating the applicability of the idea, we apply our coarse classification method to three fine recognizers that are a structural MRF recognizer, a structural HMM recognizer and an un-structural MQDF recognizer for both the CASIA-OLHWDB1.1 database and the TUAT Nakayosi/Kuchibue database.
For the structural recognizers, we extract feature points along the pen-tip trace from pen-down to pen-up. We use the coordinates of feature points as unary features and the differences in coordinates between the neighbouring feature points as binary features. We then use a MRF model or a HMM model [5] to match the feature points with the states of each character class of the input candidates produced by the coarse classifier and obtain similarity for each character class. We then select the top character categories with the largest similarities as the output candidates of the fine classifier. For the HMM recognizer, we merged the binary features into the unary features and used a vector of larger dimension for each single-site because HMMs do not use the binary features for each pair-site and only use the unary features for each single-site [5] .
For the un-structural MQDF recognizers, we do not need to transform each on-line character pattern to an off-line character pattern (two dimensional images), but extract directional features: histograms of normalized stroke direction [3] directly from the on-line character pattern. For coordinate normalization, we apply pseudo 2D bi-moment normalization (P2DBMN) [23] . The local stroke direction is decomposed into eight directions, and from the feature map of each direction, 8x8 values are extracted by Gaussian blurring so that the dimensionality of feature vectors is 512. To improve 
where μ i is the mean vector of class ω i , λ ij (j = 1, …, k) are the largest eigenvalues of the covariance matrix and φ ij are the corresponding eigenvectors, k denotes the number of principal axes, and δ is a modified eigenvector that is set as a constant. The value of δ can be optimized on the training data set. However, for a convenience, we simply set it as γλ average where λ average is the average of λ ij (i,j = 1, …, n) for all features of all classes and γ is a constant that is larger than 0 and smaller than 1.
According to previous works [3, 24] , the best un-structural recognition performances are obtained when n is about 160
and k is about 50 in the MQDF recognizers for both the two databases (CASIA-OLHWDB1.1, TUAT Nakayosi/Kuchibue). Therefore, for the un-structural MQDF recognizers for the two databases, we take n as 160 and k as 50, respectively.
Linear Structure Design for Constructing a Coarse Classifier
In this section, we first describe preprocessing and feature extraction. We then describe basic character recognizers, which form a coarse classifier. Finally, we present a linear structure design for coarse classification that reduces candidates one after another by using a cascade of basic recognizers.
Preprocessing and Feature Extraction
For the coarse classifier, we extract the same 512 features from each on-line character pattern as the MQDF fine recognizer described in Section 3.2.
The coarse classifier in the on-line recognizer can use not only un-structural features but also structural features.
Therefore, we also extract five features from each on-line character pattern, which have been effectively applied to our coarse classification step. After the P2DBMN normalization, we extract feature points by using the method by Ramner 7 [25] . First, the start and end points of every stroke are picked up as feature points. Then, the most distant point from the straight line between the adjacent feature points is selected as a feature point if the distance to the straight line is greater than a threshold value. This selection is done recursively until no more feature points are selected. The feature point extracting process is shown in Fig. 2 . After we extract feature points, we extract five features: the number of strokes, X-direction stroke length, Y-direction stroke length, the number of X-direction change times, and the number of Y-direction change times, as shown in Fig. 3 . We finally obtain 517 features from an on-line character pattern. Then, to improve the Gaussianity of feature distribution, each value of the 517 features is transformed by Box-Cox transformation. Feature points extraction. First, the start and end points of every stroke are picked up as feature points. Then, the most distant point from the straight line is selected as a feature point. This selection is done recursively. 
Basic Character Recognizers
The input feature vector is first reduced from 517D to nD by FLDA. Then, we can use the nD feature vectors to create a MQDF recognizer [23] as shown in (1).
We investigated the results of different values for the MQDF parameter k and feature extraction FLDA parameter n in fine recognitions by MQDFs using the on-line Chinese handwriting database (CASIA-OLHWDB1.1 and the on-line Japanese handwriting database (TUAT Nakayosi/Kuchibue). In the CASIA-OLHWDB1.1 database, we employed character patterns from 240 writers (898,516 Chinese character patterns of 3,755 classes) for training and those from 60 writers (196,439 Chinese character patterns of 3,755 classes) for testing. In the CASIA-OLHWDB1.1 database, each writer and each character class have almost the same numbers of sample patterns. For Japanese, we used the TUAT Nakayosi database for training and the TUAT Kuchibue database for testing. Table 1 shows the details of the databases.
Each character class has a different number of sample patterns, and the kana and symbol classes have more patterns (see Table 1 ). To maintain balance, we selected 120 patterns at random from each character class of the Kuchibue database and used the same number of sample patterns for each character class to evaluate the performance. The experiments were implemented on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU W5590 @ 3.36 GHz 3.36 GHz (2 processers) with 12 GB memory.
8 Table 2 shows the results, where the numbers without any parentheses or brackets are the recognition rates, those shown in parentheses are the average character recognition time and those shown in brackets are the memory costs. For an input pattern, for accelerating recognitions, we first select 100 top rank candidate classes by a coarse classifier using the Euclidean distance to class means. Upper: CASIA-OLHWDB1.1; lower: TUAT Nakayosi/Kuchibue; numbers without any parentheses or brackets: recognition rates (%); numbers in parentheses: average character recognition time (ms); numbers in brackets: memory costs (MB).
From the results we can see the best performances are obtained when n is about 160 and k is about 30 for the CASIA-OLHWDB1.1 database and n is about 160 and k is about 50 for the TUAT Nakayosi/Kuchibue database. When n and k are smaller than their optimal values, even though the recognizer's top recognition rate is degraded, it can recognize an input pattern with higher speed.
Here, we introduce the cumulative rate as the rate by which the correct class is listed within the top-N candidates by the recognizer. For coarse classification, we set N to be large so that a sufficiently high cumulative rate is assured and the correct class is passed to the fine classification. For all k and n in Table 2 , the cumulative rates with more than 99.0% were obtained within the top-100 candidates.
For MQDF recognizers as coarse classifiers with smaller n and k than their optimal values, we set a larger N automatically in order to retain the high cumulative rate, say 99.9 %.
Namely, if we set n and k smaller than their optimal values, it may degrade the top recognition rate but speed up recognition with a smaller memory cost and retain the correct candidate within the top-N by setting N to be large enough.
Without experiments, we do not know which recognizer is the best for coarse classification.
The other group of recognizers are produced from the LSS method [13] [14] [15] . The basic concept is to use pivots in the search space of character pattern prototypes. Given an input feature vector, it is compared only with the pivots, and those close to it are selected. Then, it is matched with prototypes close to the selected pivots. We introduce two layers. An input feature vector is compared with the top-layer pivots, and those close to it are selected. Then, it is compared with the 2nd-top-layer pivots close to the selected top-layer pivots, and a set of candidates close to the selected 2nd-top-layer pivots are selected. For the LSS, we can also use different feature dimensionality n. Under the condition that the top-N cumulative rate is more than 99.9%, n smaller than the optimal value brings a lower processing cost and a larger output candidate set while the larger n, unless it is larger than the optimal value, brings higher recognition costs and a smaller output candidate set.
We can create many basic recognizers from the MQDF and LSS by adjusting the feature extraction FLDA parameter n and the MQDF parameter k.
Linear Structure Design
We create many basic recognizers of the MQDF and LSS by adjusting the FLDA parameter n and the MQDF parameter k as follows. 
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We design a linear structure for constructing a coarse classifier, as shown in Fig. 4 . Table 3 . 
Parameter Optimization
GA optimizes the following objective speed score Score_t. (2) where T max is a very larger constant, t whole is the recognition time to recognize a character, Num_train is the number of training data, t coarse is the recognition time for the coarse classifier, o coarse is the number of candidates output by the coarse classifier, We use a hash sort method to sort the scores of input candidates and select the top best output candidates so that the search time to select top candidates is almost 0. In our experiment, we have found that, for a large set of input and output candidates, using simple sort methods takes a very large amount of processing time.
We treat each one of the {I Table 3 at a probability P mut . An iteration of GA will evaluate many sets of parameters, and we have to recognize all training data by the coarse classifier every time to evaluate a set of parameters. This will take a long time, and it is very difficult to obtain the training result. Therefore, to save computation, for each training sample, we use all basic recognizers (243 basic recognizers) to recognize it and select hundreds of top best candidates for each basic recognizer and store them into a file before applying GA. We also test the average time to calculate the score of the input pattern with a candidate class for each basic recognizer and the fine classifier and then store them into a file. When applying GA to train the parameters, we use the stored candidates to decide the output candidates for each training sample and use the stored time values to evaluate the speed scores.
Experiments
To evaluate the coarse classifier, we trained 243 basic recognizers, three fine recognizers (a structural MRF recognizer, a structural HMM recognizer and an un-structural MQDF recognizer), and the parameters of the linear structure for constructing the coarse classifier for each database by using the training data. The performance test was made on the testing data. The training and testing data as well as the environment of the experiments (CPU and memory size) are the same as those in the experiments described in Section 3.2.
The speed rate between two different parameter combinations (two different cascades of basic recognizers) is not changed between a PC of high performance and that of low performance in our experiments. Employing a PC of high performance is effective to find the best cascade architecture and it does not change the experimental results for parameter optimization according to the formula of the objective speed score in (1).
For each fine recognizer, we compared the performance of three coarse classifiers: the proposed classifier in this paper, a LSS with Euclidean distance classifier [13] [14] [15] , and an Euclidean distance classifier. The LSS with a Euclidean distance classifiers applied the optimal value n=160 to extract features, used these features to create the LSS recognizers and the recognizers as the second layer classifiers. The Euclidean distance coarse classifiers used the same Euclidean distance recognizers without the LSS stages. For the two types of coarse classifiers, we tried two numbers of the output top candidates: 200 and 40. We also compared the performances without the coarse classifiers.
We measured character recognition rate C r , average character feature extraction time for coarse classification T fea_coarse , average character coarse classification time T coarse , average character feature extraction time for fine classification T fea_fine , average character fine classification time T finer , and average character whole processing time T whole . Table 4 shows the trained parameters obtained by GA. For character recognition rate C r , we made a significance test (a sign test) for the difference between our method and each of other methods with the result that almost the differences are validated with p< 0.05 except 4 methods. From the results, we can see:
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(1) From the parameters of Table 4 , we can see that the nodes N i (i=3~5) were not used and two basic recognizers were selected to construct the coarse classifiers for all fine recognizers. The MQDF fine recognizers resulted in the more candidates' outputs produced by the coarse classifiers because the MQDF fine recognizers have faster recognition speeds. The MRF/HMM fine recognizers for the CASIA-OLHWDB1.1 database resulted in a few candidates' outputs produced by the coarse classifiers, because the MRF/HMM fine recognizers for the CASIA-OLHWDB1.1 database needed more models for each class to maintain high recognition performances and it caused slower recognition speeds.
(2) The proposed coarse classifiers remarkably improved the character recognition speeds. For the CASIA-OLHWDB1.1 database, the whole recognition time was reduced to 9.4% (MRF fine recognizer), 9.4% (HMM fine recognizer) and (5) The LSS with the Euclidean distance classifiers and the Euclidean distance classifiers were not effective when the candidates' outputs by the Euclidean distance recognizers were larger in order to guarantee high recognition accuracies.
(6) The MRF fine recognizers exhibited higher recognition accuracies than the HMM fine recognizers, and the MQDF fine recognizers resulted in the highest recognition accuracies.
(7) The MRF fine recognizers and the HMM fine recognizers took about the same recognition times. The MQDF fine recognizers resulted in the smallest character fine classification time T finer .
(8) The MQDF fine recognizers used the same 512 un-structural features extracted from each on-line character pattern as the coarse classifiers, so that they did not need to consume any time on extracting the 512 un-structural features and only consume some time to reduce the 512 features to n features by the FLDA, while the structural feature extraction time for the MRF fine recognizers and that for the HMM fine recognizers are almost 0.
(9) For our method, the coarse classifier memory sizes of the MRF fine recognizers and those of the HMM fine recognizers were the same (about 30MB for the CASIA-OLHWDB1.1 database, about 12MB for the Nakayosi/Kuchibue database), and those of the MQDF fine recognizers were about 12MB (CASIA-OLHWDB1.1) and about 3MB (Nakayosi/Kuchibue). The fine recognizer memory sizes of MRFs and those of HMMs were the same 20 (about 42MB for the CASIA-OLHWDB1.1 database, about 12MB for the Nakayosi/Kuchibue database), and those of MQDFs were about 59MB for the CASIA-OLHWDB1.1 database, and about 70MB for the Nakayosi/Kuchibue database.
(10) The MRF/HMM fine recognizers for the CASIA-OLHWDB1.1 database needed more models for each class to maintain high recognition performances resulting in slower recognition speeds and larger memory costs.
(11) The fine recognizers (MRF, HMM and MQDF) for the Nakayosi/Kuchibue database exhibited higher recognition accuracies than those for the CASIA-OLHWDB1.1 database. We consider that it is because Chinese characters have simpler shapes than Japanese characters and Chinese people writes characters more fluently and more cursively than Japanese people resulting in low recognition accuracies.
The resultant coarse classifier makes the whole recognition composed of itself, fine classification, a segmentation module, geometric context processor and linguistic context processing fast enough even on a small devices. In fact, it is employed in those devices and the whole recognition speed is about 0.3 seconds per character for the iPads (A5 Dual Core CPU 1GHz with 512MB memory) and the smart phones (Samsung Exynos 4210 Dual-core CPU 1.4GHz with 1GB memory) .
Conclusion
In this paper, a systematic method for constructing an efficient and robust coarse classifier by using GA for the on-line recognition of handwritten Chinese and Japanese characters was presented. We created 243 basic recognizers with different classification costs and different classification accuracies. We made the coarse classifier as their sequential cascade, which reduced candidates one after another. The parameters were estimated by using GA. The whole recognition time was reduced largely from the original, by only the two stages of the basic recognizers while recognition rates were maintained. 
